
Preface

Deification has been a subject of interest for me for some time,
beginning when I was a Master’s student at Lincoln Christian
University and I was given my first introduction to the Cappadocian
Fathers by my major professor, Dr. Robert Rea. He was himself rather
fascinated with Eastern patristic theology and had written his
dissertation on John Cassian, who, while a Western theologian
geographically, only holds sainthood in the East and was a translator of
the Egyptian desert and its monks to a Western setting. My interest in
deification, from the first, was both historical and contemporary—that
is, I wanted to know what patristic and medieval theologians said about
the subject because I had come to believe it as the end for which
we as humans were made. Yet, during all this time, I never stopped
reading the works of fiction and poetry I loved so much, especially
those post-enlightenment authors who sought a return back to a pre-
enlightenment way of thinking—whether they were Romantics such
as Keats, Coleridge, and Wordsworth or the more orthodox such as
MacDonald, Chesterton, Lewis, and Tolkien. In them, I found a desire
to turn away from the colder cosmos of modernity and both back,
and forward, to a pre-enlightenment understanding. In a sense, these
authors, and others like them, serve as a kind of literary and poetic
ressourcement. As I continued to carry out research and write during
my PhD, I found myself connecting these two topics—deification and
human creativity. This book is a coming together of two parts of myself
that have been, until this book, rather separate: the lover of literature
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and poetry and the lover of theology. In writing this book, I finally
found my way of wedding these two halves of myself.

In bringing together deification and human creativity, I focus my
attention primarily on poetry and fantasy as my examples of human
creativity. I chose these two genres for three primary reasons. First,
while I will go into more detail about this in the introduction, I chose
poetry and fantasy because they work toward wonder and desire by
way of the strange or the different. That is, in a poem, language itself
is often altered from our normal usage of it to tell us something new
or to reveal something hidden. In fantasy, often, the very world itself is
so altered before our eyes so that we can see it in a new light. Second,
the language of poetry, I found to be helpful as it relates etymologically
to theopoiesis, one of the earliest words for deification. Third and
finally, I chose these genres not simply because they happen to be
the genres I enjoy reading, but also, because I write in these genres
as well. Working through the theology of deification looking toward
the importance of human creativity is an attempt to understand one
aspect of the theology behind my own creativity as well as that of all
humanity. Therefore, this book is an attempt to create and discover
something of a theological foundation for my work in writing fiction
and poetry by working through the theology and the creativity of those
who have come before me.

This book could not have been accomplished without the help and
support of many. First among the people I must thank is my wife,
Lauren, who followed me on this mad journey to a different country
in order to work toward a PhD in the field of theology. Without her
tireless efforts and support, I could not have finished. I thank my
parents and the rest of my family for their love and encouragement.
I must also thank my professors and supervisors for their support. I
thank Drs. Robert Rea, Christopher Ben Simpson, Steven Cone, and
Jim Estep particularly for their guidance as I worked through my
Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees under them. Without their help and
advice, not only would this book not exist, but I would not have
received my PhD. I thank Dr. Tom O’Loughlin for being my first PhD
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supervisor under a very different topic and for his understanding when
everything seemed to change. The help of Drs. Simon Oliver and Mary
Cunningham has been incalculable in bringing this book to completion.
Dr. Oliver, I must especially thank for his support and priestly guidance
when life changed drastically after I became a father of twins, and
quickly, also became the father of a cancer patient during the writing
of this book when it was my PhD dissertation. To the members of
Theologica Bibens et Fumigans, especially Drs. Eric Austin Lee, Michael
Vincent Difuccia, and Christoph Ochs, as well as Philip Whitehead,
Gabrielle Thomas, Christopher John Thornhill, Tarah Van de Wiele, and
many others, I say thank you for putting up with my dramatic readings
of my thesis and for your invaluable comments. To “The Crown Inn” in
Beeston, where many of the meetings of the TBF were held, I say thank
you and pray a blessing on your beer. I want also to thank all those who
read early drafts of various chapters of this book, chief among them
being Samantha Arten whose critical eye found many mistakes. Finally,
and in place of importance, I thank God Almighty, the Lord of Lights,
and the Fount of all Knowledge. I pray this book is to his glorification
and the furthering of his Kingdom.

David Russell Mosley
Festival of O Sapientia 2015
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